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Abstract—This paper deals with handover measurement in
mobile cellular networks. The work is dedicated to network
modeling and performance evaluation. The exposition focuses
on neighbor cell scanning and addresses its key probabilistic
events: (i) suitable handover target found, (ii) service failure,
and (iii) scan withdrawal under the interference-limited condition
in a multicell system. We derive their expressions and provide a
generalized framework for the analysis of handover measurement
failure and target cell quality by the best signal quality and
minimum duration outage. Results applied to LTE have also
shown its effectiveness.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In mobile cellular networks, a user may travel across
different cells during a service. Handover (HO) which switches
the user’s connection from one cell to another is therefore
an essential function. Technology advancement is expected to
minimize service interrupt and provide seamless handover [1].
A handover procedure includes two important functions which
are handover measurement and handover decision-execution
[2]. The measurement function is responsible for monitoring
the service quality from serving cell and finding a suitable
neighbor cell for handover. This consists in measuring some
parameters such as cell signal quality or strength. Handover
decision-execution is made upon the measurement function.
It decides whether a handover is needed and in that case
coordinates multi-party handshaking among the user and cells
to have handover execution fast and transparent.
Mobile-assisted network-controlled handover is highly recommended in emerging cellular network standards (e.g., LTE
[3], LTE-Advanced and WirelessMAN-Advanced [1]) for its
operational scalability and effectiveness in which the mobile
measures the signal quality of its neighbor cells and reports
the measurement result to the network to make handover
decision. To indicate the quality of a neighbor cell, the mobile
will synchronize with the cell and measure its signal quality
which is best represented by the signal-to-interference-plusnoise ratio (SINR).
In this paper, we focus on handover measurement function.
The primary goal of handover measurement is to find a suitable
handover target before the signal quality from serving cell
becomes unsustainable. A call or service will drop if the received SINR falls below a minimum level over a certain period
such that the resulting bit error rate is unacceptable. In digital
communications, the threshold corresponds to the point at
which reliable error correction is no longer possible although

a connection may not be torn down [4]. The secondary goal
is to at the same time find a high-quality handover target. The
neighbor cell with best signal quality among those scanned in
each measurement period is in general preferable.
Advanced wireless broadband systems such as 3G and 4G
[3] allow adjacent cells operating in a common frequency
band. The mobile can simultaneously scan several neighbor
cells operating in the same frequency, which are thus called
intra-frequency cells. The number of cells that the mobile can
scan per measurement period is called mobile’s measurement
capability, say k. E.g., a LTE-compliant terminal will be able
to scan eight intra-frequency cells in each period [5, §8].
It is obvious that higher measurement capability would enhance the performance of the handover measurement and thus
that of handover, although this may require more advanced
chipset and consume the mobile more resource. Therefore,
some basic questions remain to be answered. Most importantly, what is the exact impact of k on the service failure
probability and on the quality of target cell? How optimal is
the current suggestion (e.g., k = 8 of LTE standard [5])? Although handover is an important topic and has received a lot of
studies, most of them addressed the handover control problem
of the handover decision function. The handover measurement
function has received less attention and most investigations
and analysis are given by simulations. Note that while a
handover control problem can be studied conventionally in
a simplified model of two cells in which a handover decision
is made by assigning the mobile to one of them, the handover
measurement problem involves a more complex system in
which the signal quality of best cell among a large number of
cells needs to be determined. This often incurs modeling and
analysis difficulty especially when stochastic parameters are
introduced to better describe a wireless network. There lacks
a generalized model and analytic study on the performance
of the handover measurement which is essential to network
design and optimization.
This paper establishes a framework for the system analysis and probabilistic aspect of handover measurement. By
observations on stochastic geometry (see, e.g. [6], [7]) and
related work on minimum-duration outage [8]–[10], it brings
the following main contributions:
1) A generalized model is developed to characterize the
handover measurement to facilitate network analysis.
2) The probability of the following key events are derived

in a multicell system: a suitable handover target found,
service failure, and scan withdrawal. Analytical results
of the above are known fundamental but challenging.
3) By the above, we investigate the performance of LTE
intra-frequency handover measurement in both (i) scanning failure probability and (ii) target cell quality.
Poisson point process (p.p.) has received increasing interest
[6] and is especially effective in modeling the spatial location
of base stations (BSs) seen by a mobile whose location is often
unknown to the network operator [11]. The spatial distribution
of BSs is modeled by a Poisson p.p. with intensity λ in R2 .
In the following, we consider that a cell is covered by a
BS with omni-directional antenna. The signal strength of BS
i received by a mobile at a distance di is given by:
(1)

where Ptx is the signal power of common pilot channel for
handover measurement and is assumed constant [2], β is
the path loss exponent, d−β
accounts for the far-field path
i
loss, and Zi = 10Xi /10 denotes lognormal shadowing, where
{Xi } are assumed independent and identically distributed
according to a Gaussian distribution with zero mean and
standard deviation σX < ∞.
In the time domain, we consider that Xi (t) is stationary
and has auto-correlation function RX (τ ) with a finite second
derivative at the origin (see, e.g., [8]–[10]). Within this context,
fast fading is averaged out as it usually varies much faster than
that of handover decision process [2]. We will then focus on
the above shadowing model. However, relaxing the assumption
of lognormal Zi is in general possible to account for different
fading scenarios. See, e.g., [7] and [12].
The signal quality of a cell i given by SINR, denoted by
Qi , is expressible as:
Qi = Pi /(N0 + Ii ),
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(2)

∑
where Ii =
j̸=i Pj , and N0 is the thermal noise average
power at the receiver and is assumed constant at all i.
III. H ANDOVER M EASUREMENT
A. Overall Description
The details of handover measurement are described below.
In principle, the mobile needs a time duration to successfully
estimate the signal quality of a neighbor cell. Consequently,
the signal quality of neighbor cells are only available at
discrete moments. The time spacing between two consecutive
moments is called a measurement period, denoted by Tmeas .
E.g., in WCDMA and LTE, the mobile is required to measure
eight intra-frequency cells within Tmeas = 200 ms [5, §8]. By
contrast, the signal quality of the serving cell impacts the ongoing service in a time scale as short as one time slot which
is usually much smaller than Tmeas . So, a service failure such
as call drop or link outage may occur before the mobile finds
a suitable handover target. Therefore, when studying neighbor
cell scanning, the signal quality of the serving cell should be
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considered in continuous time while that of neighbor cells is
determined in the fashion of discrete time instance.
The generic procedure of neighbor cell scanning is shown
in Fig. 1. The procedure is initiated as soon as the scanning
condition is triggered. The mobile obtains the signal quality
of neighbor cells at discrete time m × Tmeas , or say moment
m, where m = 1, 2, . . . , and m = 1 corresponds to the first
measurement after the scanning is triggered. For notational
simplicity, in case of no ambiguity, we will use m and
mTmeas interchangeably, and use [m − 1, m] to refer to the
measurement period [(m − 1)Tmeas , mTmeas ].
During each [m − 1, m], if the signal quality of the serving
cell becomes good enough, the mobile will withdraw the
scanning. In case the SINR of the serving cell is too bad,
the scanning will end in failure as a service interrupt occurs.
If the scanning identifies a neighbor cell which has a signal
quality better than a certain requirement γreq , the cell will be
considered as handover target and the cell scanning thus ends
in success. Otherwise, the mobile will continue the scanning
and keep monitoring the signal quality of the serving BS.
B. Basic Formulation
1) Suitable Handover Target Found: A neighbor cell is
considered as a suitable handover target if its signal quality
is better than the required threshold γreq . Note that when one
needs to deal with a handover control problem, more criteria
may be considered, e.g., whether the signal quality of the target
cell is higher than that of the serving cell by a certain margin.
Nevertheless, here we deal with the handover measurement
function whose role is to find a suitable handover target and
prevent service failure. Criteria for handover control problem
in handover decision-execution are thus out of the scope here.
As a mobile will scan k cells in each measurement period
and the cell with best signal quality is preferable, the event of
having a suitable target at moment m can be defined by:
findtargetm (k) , {Yk ≥ γreq } ,

(3)

Yk , max Qi ,

(4)

where
i=1,··· ,k

which denotes the best signal quality received from the k cells.

2) Service Failure: In wireless communication, the signal
usually undergoes time-varying fading and other impairments
such as interference. When the SINR stays below a minimum
allowable level, say γmin , for a long time and successive bits
are erroneous, redundancy coding does not help much, leading
to a service failure. Therefore, it is more appropriate and
also general to incorporate a minimum duration τmin when
characterizing the event. A service failure during [m − 1, m]
is thus defined by the following minimum-duration outage:
{
failm , Q0 (t) < γmin , ∀ t ∈ [t0 , t0 + τ ] with
}
τ ≥ τmin and t0 + τmin ∈ [m − 1, m] , (5)
where Q0 (t) denotes the SINR received from the serving cell
at time t. Notice that when τmin = 0, (5) corresponds to an
instantaneous SINR outage.
3) Scanning Withdrawal: Handover measurement introduces overheads such as time gaps in data transmission and
mobile’s resource consumption. It is thus helpful to withdraw
scanning when the signal quality of serving cell becomes good
enough. However, it is possible that the SINR may rise only
for a very short duration and then drops below again. To ensure
with high probability that the serving cell’s signal quality will
be good, the scanning should be canceled only if the serving
cell’s signal quality is higher than a threshold γw for a certain
period τw , e.g. time-to-trigger used in LTE [13]. The event of
scanning withdrawal during [m − 1, m] is thus defined by:
{
wdrawm , Q0 (t) ≥ γw , ∀ t ∈ [t0 , t0 + τ ] with
}
τ ≥ τw and t0 + τw ∈ [m − 1, m] .
(6)
IV. A NALYTICAL R ESULTS OF HO M EASUREMENT
A. Probability of Finding a Suitable Handover Target
To determine the probability of findtargetm (k), one needs to
define the set of candidate cells from which k cells are taken.
By today’s standards, there are two different cases: limited
candidate set and unlimited candidate set. In the former, a
mobile only scans neighbor cells belonging to a pre-defined
set which includes a certain number of potential candidates,
say Ncell cells. E.g., WCDMA and WiMAX networks use a
neighbor cell list (NCL) with Ncell = 32. In the latter, the
mobile is allowed to scan any cell in the network. Note that
a network may have a very large number of cells, scanning
without restriction could introduce unsupportable overhead.
Therefore, new broadband cellular systems use a set of, say
NCSID , cell synchronization identities (CSID) which allow
a mobile to identify and measure cells more easily. When
required to scan k cells, the mobile just picks k out of the total
NCSID CSIDs and conduct standardized cell synchronization
and measurement. An example of this is LTE that defines 504
physical cell identities (PCI) [3], which serve as CSID. The
mobile uses PCIs to scan neighbor cells autonomously [13].
Denote by B the network area of the candidate set. Then B
is a bounded area in the case of limited candidate set, while
B = R2 in the case of unlimited candidate set. By [7], [14],
we determine P{maxki=1 Qi ≥ γreq } for both cases.

1) Case B = R2 : The set of neighbor cells which are
scanned through a selection of k out of the totally NCSID
CSIDs can be modeled as a thinning on B = R2 , denoted
by Sk , with retention probability ρk = k/NCSID [6]. Hence,
(4) is equivalent to:
Yk ≡ max Qi .

(7)

P{findtargetm (k)} = F Yk (γreq ),

(8)

i∈Sk

and
where F Yk (·) is the tail distribution function of Yk . By the
result of best signal quality [7, Corollary 5], we can have:
P{findtargetm (k)} = F Yk (γreq )
∫ +∞∫ +∞
exp (−C1 wα − C2 (w, u)) [ 1 + γreq
=
−
π
γreq
γreq
0
)
(
πα
× cos C1 wα tan( ) + C3 (w, u) + C4 (w, u)
2
)]
(
πα
α
+ cos C1 w tan( ) + C3 (w, u) − wu dwdu, (9)
2
where α = 2/β, C1 = cα (1 − ρk )Γ(1 − α) cos( πα
2 ),
C2 (w, u) = ρk cα u−α 1 F2 (− α2 ; 12 , 1 − α2 ; − u 4w ),
2

2

2

2

3 3−α
u w
αw 1 F2 ( 1−α
2 ; 2, 2 ; − 4 )
C3 (w, u) = ρk cα
,
1−α
uα−1
C4 (w, u) = w(1 − u(1 + γ)/γ),
(
)
α
2
cα = πλ (Ptx /N0 ) exp α2 σZ
/2 with σZ = σX log1010 , Γ(·)
denotes the gamma function, and 1 F2 denotes the hypergeometric function. Proofs are skipped due to a lack of space.
Simulation result in Section V will also show its accuracy.
2) Case B ( R2 : We consider two different possibilities:
scattered networks like rural macro cellular networks where
inter-site distance is large such that λ is small, and dense
networks like urban small cell networks where λ is large.
b a disk-shaped network area with radius
Consider B
√
RBb = Ncell /(πλ).
(10)

Under the Poisson p.p. assumption of BS spatial distribution,
b has on average Ncell BSs. In light of that, we can approxiB
b
mate B, the region of the Ncell neighbor cells, by B.
For small λ and Ncell is relatively large, we can have RBb ≈
b can be approximated by R2 . Similarly, let Sk be
∞, i.e., B
b with retention probability ρk = k/Ncell such
a thinning on B
that Sk has on average k cells. The probability of finding a
target cell can be well approximated by (9).
For large λ (and so the approximation RBb ≈ ∞ is not
applicable), denoting the distance from the mobile to its closest
neighbor BS by Rmin > 0, then the k cells scanned are located
in a ring-shaped network area with inner and outer radii Rmin
and RBb . By [14, Theorem 2], we have:
P{findtargetm (k)} = F Yk (γreq )
∫ ∞{
∫ ∞
( u − γreq )
2 −δwα
≈
fMk (u)
e
sin w
πw
2γreq
γreq
0
(
) }
u − γreq
πα
× cos wu + w
− δwα tan
dw du,
2γreq
2

(11)

where δ = cα Γ(1 − α) cos(πα/2), and fMk is the probability
density function (pdf) of random variable Mk = maxki=1 Pi :
fMk (x) = k · fP (x) · FPk−1 (x),

(12)

with FP denoting the cumulative density function (cdf) of the
b is given by
signal strength received from a cell in B
(
)
G1 (x) G2 (x) eω G3 (x) eω G4 (x)
FP (x) = c
,
−
−
+
aα
bα
xα
xα
−β
−β
where a = (Ptx /N0 )RB
b , b = (Ptx /N0 )Rmin , c =
2
2
2
2
(Ptx /N0 )α /(RB
b − Rmin ), ω = 2σX /β , and Gj=1,2,3,4 refers
to the cdf of lognormal distribution of parameters (µj , σX ),
2
, and
where µ1 = log a, µ2 = log b, µ3 = µ1 + ασX
2
µ4 = µ2 + ασX . fP (x) = dFP (x)/dx. It is observed that
(11) is a good approximation [14].

B. Probability of Service Failure

(13)

where

(
)
γ̂min (t) = 10 log10 γmin (N0 + I(t))d(t)β /Ptx .

(14)

By (13), the service failure probability P{failm } is thus
given by the minimum-duration outage of X(t) w.r.t. γ̂min (t)
and τmin , considering [(m − 1)Tmeas − τmin , mTmeas ]. Note
that τmin and Tmeas are typically about a few hundreds of
milliseconds [5]. The above interval, i.e., Tmeas + τmin , is very
short so that we consider that in which the distance between
the mobile and its serving BS is constant, denoted dm .
Following [8]–[10], given that RX (τ ) has a finite second
derivative at the origin, d(t) = dm , and if the interference is
constant, say x0 , we can have the following closed-form expression of the outage probability by the asymptotic properties
of the level-crossing of a stationary Gaussian process:
P{failm | I(t) = x0 , d(t) = dm } = P{outage w.r.t. γ̂min }
[
√
τ2
τmin ]
= ηmin τmin exp(− min
)
+
) , (15)
2πσ
q(
min
2
2σmin
σmin
∫ ∞ exp(− t22 )
√
where q(x) = x
dt, σmin is the parameter of the
2π
Rayleigh distribution describing the fade duration and is given
by:
√
σmin = 2/π q(−γ̂min /σX )/ηmin ,
(16)
and ηmin is the down-level crossing rate given by:
( 2
)
√
2
ηmin = ν/(2πσX ) exp −γ̂min
/(2σX
) ,
2

A more general expression of the service failure probability
with time-varying random interference I(t) is expressible as:
∫ ∞
P{failm |I = x, d = dm }fI (x)dx
P{failm | d = dm } =
∫ ∞∫

0

τ2
√
− min
ηmin (
τmin )
2σ 2
=
τmin e min + 2πσmin q(
)
π
σmin
0
0
(
)
α
πα
× e−δw cos δ tan( )wα − xw dwdx. (20)
2
C. Probability of Scanning Withdrawal

∞

Similarly to (13) and (14), (6) can be re-written as:

Recall that X(t) is a Gaussian process for shadowing. By
substituting (1) and (2), the event in (5) can be re-written as:
Q0 (t) < γmin ⇔ X(t) < γ̂min (t),

where δ is defined under (11). Consider that β > 2, we have
0 < α < 1 such that ϕI (w) is absolutely integrable. By [15,
Thm.3, p.509], the pdf of I is thus given by:
∫
)
(
1 ∞ −δwα
πα
fI (x) =
e
cos δ tan( )wα − xw dw. (19)
π 0
2

(17)

d
where ν = − dτ
2 RX (τ )|τ =0 .
Note that in practice, the interference behaves as a random
variable. By the stochastic model described in Section II, the
interference field I(t) can be modeled as a shot noise on R2
[6] and has the following characteristic function [7], [11]:
(
)
ϕI (w) = exp − δ|w|α [1 − jsign(w) tan(πα/2)] , (18)

Q0 (t) ≥ γw ⇔ −X(t) ≤ γ̂w (t),

(21)

where −X(t) is still a stationary Gaussian process, and
(
)
γ̂w (t) = −10 log10 γw (N0 + I(t))d(t)β /Ptx .
(22)
Consequently, the scanning withdrawal event is given by
the minimum-duration outage of −X(t) w.r.t. γ̂w (t) and τw .
Since the interval Tmeas + τw is also very short, we consider
that during [(m − 1)Tmeas − τw , mTmeas ], the distance between
the mobile and its serving BS is constant. Provided that RX
has a finite second derivative at the origin and I(t) = x0 ,
P{wdrawm |I(t) = x0 , d(t) = dm } = P{outage w.r.t. γ̂w }
[
√
τ2
τw ]
= ηw τw exp(− w2 ) + 2πσw q( ) ,
(23)
2σw
σw
√
√
2
2
2 q(−γ̂w /σX )
where ηw = 2πσνX e−γ̂w /(2σX ) and σw =
.
π
ηw
Similarly to (20), by (19) we obtain a more general expression:
P{wdrawm | d(t) = dm }
∫ ∞∫ ∞
2
τw
√
τw )
ηw ( − 2σ
=
τw e w2 + 2πσw q( )
π
σw
0
0
(
)
α
πα
× e−δw cos δ tan( )wα − xw dwdx.
(24)
2
V. A PPLICATION TO LTE I NTRA -F REQUENCY HO
In the following, we study the performance of LTE intrafrequency handover measurement by the above results. A
mobile in LTE continuously scans intra-frequency cells during
its connected mode. This corresponds to the case γw =
+∞ and so P{wdrawm } = 0. The mobile scans neighbor
cells autonomously using 504 PCIs without a NCL [3], [5].
P{findtargetm (k)} is thus given by (9) with retention probability ρk = k/504.
Fig. 2 describes the temporal evolution of the handover
measurement. It is composed of Fail, Scan and TargetFound,
which correspond to the states of service failure, scanning continuation, and a suitable handover target found, respectively.
Note that when being in Fail and TargetFound, the current
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TABLE I
S YSTEM PARAMETERS
Parameter
Assumption
Parameter
Assumption
BS’s tx. power, PBS
43 dBm
Cell radius, R
700 m
Std. deviation, σX
10 dB
Noise density
-174 dBm/Hz
Corr. distance, dc
50 m
Bandwidth, W
20 MHz
User’s velocity, v
10 m/s
UE noise figure, NF
9 dB
Min duration, τmin
200 ms
Min level, γmin
-20 to -5 dB
Meas. period, Tmeas
200 ms
HO margin, ∆HO
2 dB
Path loss
L(d) = 15.3 + 37.6 log10 d, (d is in meters)

Tmeas
0

Fig. 2.

Temporal evolution of the handover measurement

1

fm = P{failm },

(25)

gm = (1 − fm ) × P{findtargetm (k)},
sm = (1 − fm ) × (1 − P{findtargetm (k)}).

(26)
(27)
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Validation: analytical expression against simulation result

It follows that the quality of the scanning is measurable by
the asymptotic target cell quality defined below:

A. Performance Metric
We investigate the system performance. As shown in
Fig. 2, an occurrence of service failure at m is given by
{Scan1 , . . . , Scanm−1 , Failm }. Thus,
P{scanning fails at m} = (s1 × · · · × sm−1 ) × fm .

(28)

The system’s scanning effectiveness can be indicated by its
asymptotic scanning failure probability expressible as:
( m−1 )
M
∑
∏
F(k) = lim
fm
sl ,
(29)
M →∞

0.8
P{ findtargetk }

scan terminates since the mobile will either (i) in Fail, perform
a new process of link re-establishment, or (ii) in TargetFound,
conduct handover decision-execution. It is clear that they are
the absorbing states.
The transition probabilities from Scan at m − 1 to states
Fail, Scan, and TargetFound at m are denoted by fm , sm
and gm , respectively. It is clear that they are given by:

1
γreq = −18dB

m=1

Q(k) = lim

M →∞

M
∑

P{Target found at m}E{Yk |Yk ≥ γreq },

m=1

(33)

which, by (31) and (32), is expressible as:
(
)(
∫
M
m−1
∑
∏
Q(k) =
lim
γreq +
gm
sl
M →∞

m=1

l=1

∞

γreq

)
F Yk (y)dy
.
F Yk (γreq )
(34)

l=1

where M represents the time duration of the on-going service.
Note that F(k) characterizes the possibility that the scanning procedure cannot identify a suitable target cell before a
service failure occurs. However, finding target cell with high
quality is as well desirable. Therefore, it is necessary to assess
the target cell quality when the scanning is in success.
As a suitable target cell is given by the best cell among k
cells scanned and provided that its signal quality is better than
γreq , the resulting signal quality is thus given by E{Yk |Yk ≥
γreq }. Therefore, the tail distribution F Yk (y) is given by
F Yk |Yk ≥γreq (y) = 1(y < γreq ) + 1(y ≥ γreq )

F Yk (y)
, (30)
F Yk (γreq )

where 1(·) is the indicator function. Hence,
∫ ∞
F Yk (y)dy
E{Yk |Yk ≥ γreq } = γreq +
.
γreq F Yk (γreq )

(31)

The scanning is in success when a suitable target cell is
found, i.e., {Scan1 , . . . , Scanm−1 , TargetFoundm }. Thus,
P{Target found at m} = (s1 × · · · × sm−1 ) × gm .

(32)

B. Simulation Setting
System parameters are summarized in Table I following
3GPP recommendations [5], [16] for LTE urban macro cellular
networks. The network density λ is set corresponding
to
√
hexagonal cellular layout such that λ = 2/(3 3R2 ) BS/m2 .
In lognormal shadowing [8]–[10],
2

2
RX (τ ) = σX
exp(−(1/2) (vτ /dc ) ),

(35)

where v is the user’s velocity. So, ν under (17) is given by:
′′
2
ν = −RX
(τ )|(τ =0) = σX
(v/dc )2 .

(36)

We study relative and absolute requirement policies; both
are considered in LTE [13]. In the former, γreq is required to
be higher than γmin by a HO margin ∆HO such that γreq =
γmin + ∆HO . In the latter, γreq is on a fixed absolute level.
Regarding user mobility, we considered 100 mobile users in
the serving cell and each of them moves away from the serving
BS at velocity v in a random direction generated according
to a uniform distribution on (−π, π]. This scenario has been
considered as the most critical circumstance [16].
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VI. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
We focus on the analytical modeling of handover measurement function in emerging broadband 3G/4G networks
with fundamental establishment in the probabilistic aspects of
best signal quality and minimum-duration outage. We derive
the probability of the key events in a multicell system: (i)
suitable handover target found, (ii) service failure, and (iii)
scan withdrawal. Particularly, (ii) and (iii) are derived by
minimum-duration outage under interference-limited condition
which is in fact more general and realistic and can cover the
commonly used instantaneous SINR outage as special case.
A generalized framework of HO measurement is provided for
network design and optimization purposes. Results indicated
that the LTE’s current requirement for UE intra-frequency
measurement capability with k = 8 seems insufficient for
reliable HO measurement without using a neighbor cell list.
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C. Numerical Result
First, Fig. 3 verifies our analytical model against computer
simulation. Fig. 3(a) plots P{findtargetk } of (9), which corresponds to common LTE model. Its agreement with simulation
illustrates the accuracy of modeling the best signal quality
Yk defined in (4) by the maximum of SINRs received from
the thinning Sk proposed in (7). Fig. 3(b) checks the derived
probability of minimum-duration outage P{failm }. Results
show that the analytical model is close to the simulation in
both settings. The lack of space did not allow to show here
comparisons of the other probabilities. However, we observed
that analytical and simulation results are well matched.
Fig. 4 illustrates that high measurement capability reduces
the scanning failure probability F(k). It also indicates F(k)’s
dependence on γmin and γreq respectively. Comparing Fig. 4(b)
and 4(a), absolute requirement policy shows better robustness
than relative requirement policy to different system configurations. Note that the former uses a fixed and generally lower
γmin . Fig. 4(b) shows that increasing k to the order of 102
improves the performance very marginally. Besides, we can
see that the current LTE requirement of k = 8 is insufficient
for reliable handover performance (here, no pre-defined NCL).
Fig. 5 shows the resulting target cell quality. In Fig. 5(a),
lower γmin (and so lower γreq ) always results in higher target
cell quality Q(k) under the relative requirement scheme. On
the other hand, Fig. 5(b) shows a crossing point between the
curves when k is in-between 10 and 16 under the absolute
requirement scheme, in which given large k, Q(k) can be
generally enhanced by higher γreq . However, for small k, it is
better to maintain low γreq . Fig. 5 allows the network operator
to set γreq parameter so as to obtain the best performance.
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